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Nuclear matrix elements for allowed {3 transitions of a number of strongly-deformed nuclei 
are calculated. The matrLx elements were computed according to the independent-particle 
model, and residual interactions between the nucleons were then taken into account. In the 
independent-particle model the reduced {3-decay probabilities ft differ from the experimen
tal values by two or more orders of magnitude. Better agreement between the theoretical 
values of ft and those observed experimentally can be obtained by taking pair correlations 
into account. 

ONE of the main problems in nuclear theory is 
the calculation of the nuclear matrix elements. 
The difficulty of this problem is that a many-body 
problem must be solved. The first step in this 
direction was the development of the independent
particle models (i.p.m. ). These: models, how
ever, provide only a qualitative description of the 
different properties such as the level sequence, 
the spins and parities, and certain selection rules 
for the nuclear processes. The calculation of the 
matrix elements is thus far quite unreliable. 

The interactions not included in the self-con
sistent field can be taken into account with the 
aid of the recently developed "configuration mix
ing" procedure. The corresponding calculations, 
however, are very cumbersome if the interaction 
of a large number of particles is to be taken into 
account. A method that is quite fruitful when ap
plied to nuclear theory is the method of accounting 
for pair correlations between particles, developed 
by Bogolyubov. 

The purpose of the present work was to calcu
late the matrix elements of {3 transitions on the 
basis of the i.p.m. with account of the residual 
pair interactions between nucleons (nn and pp 
interactions of nucleons with equal and opposite 
momentum projections on the nuclear symmetry 
axis). For simplicity we confine ourselves to al
lowed {3 transitions in strongly-deformed nuclei 
within the framework of the Nilsson model. [1] 

A characteristic of {3 transitions is the product 
f ( Z, E) t, which in our case has the form [ 2] 

D 
f (Z, E) t = I <1> 12 + R I <s> I'' (1) 

where f ( Z, E) is the Fermi integral function, t 
the half-life of the nucleus, and D a constant that 

depends on the coupling constant g: 

R = 1. 7 is the ratio of axial to vector interaction 
constants 

I < 1 > j2 = ~ I (t I ~ "± I i > ,. ' 
1'-f p 

I (s) 1
2 = 4~1(tl~sp-r±/i)l' · (2) 

1'-f p 

The last expressions represent the squares of the 
nuclear matrix elements of the {3 transitions, sat
isfying the Fermi and Gamow-TellerC3J selection 
rules, respectively. Here T± -isotopic spin op
erator with integral eigenvalues, s -usual nu
cleon spin operator, I i ) and ( f I - the initial and 
final states of the nuclei, respectively. The sum
mation is over all the nucleons that participate in 
the transition. Final summation is over the pro
jections /J.f of the momentum of the nucleus in the 
final state. 

In the {3 transitions considered by us the ele
ments ( 1) vanish because of the orthogonality of 
the initial and final states (there are no mirror 
transitions). Substituting the Nilsson wave func
tions [1] in the matrix element ( s ) and going over 
to a system of coordinates connected with the nu
cleus, in analogy with [4], we obtain 

l<s> 12 = 41 (/;1K;K1 - K; I It Kr> L:at'\.a~A. 
X(Xs,E1• sK1-K;Xs,E;) + (f;IK;-K1 -K;Ilr-Kr) 

X (- 1) 1f-it~ a) A. a~A. (Xs, -E1 , s_Kr-K; Xs, E;) l2 liN; N1' 

(3) 
where I and K - total momentum of the nucleus 
and its projection on the symmetry axis, azA -
coefficients tabulated by Nilsson, [1] Xs,~ -spin 
nucleon functions, ~ = ±% -projection of the spin 
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Allowed {3 transitions in nuclei with odd A 

Parent 
nucleus, 

-

6,Ho'5" 
64QdlGI 

67H0 tst 
asErtsa 
osErt65 
.,Hot"' 
7U Ybl67 
71Lu17a 
7o Ybt7s 
,.w17• 

04Pu•35 

, 2Smt55 

660yt57 
64Qdt50 

osErt6t 
osErtn 
soAc2H 
oo Th••t 
oaNp•'" 
9,Pu"'" 
ooTh231 
94 Pu••• 
oaNpzao 

In [NnzAJ 

'I.- [523] 
"I.- 1523] 
'I.- 1523] 
%- [523] 
%- [523] 
'1.-[523] 
51.-1523] 
"1.-[514] 
'I.- [514] 
'I.- [514] 
512+ [633] 

"I.- [521] 
"I.- [521] 
"I.- [521] 
"I.- [521) 
s;.- 1512) 
"I.+ [651] 
5lz+ 1633] 
"I.+ 1642) 
712+ [624] 
%+ 1633] 
'12+ [624] 
512+ [642J 1 

Daughter 
nucleus 

esDyt69 
65 Tbt•t 
66Dytst 
67H0 toa 

67H0 tss 
ssEri67 
ouTmts7 
7o Ybt'a 
nLu175 
73rat79 
oaNp235 

I caEuts5 
G5 Tb157 
osTb150 
67 Hot6t 

69 Trn171 
oo Th••t 
nPa23t 
.,Puza• 
osArn243 

, oJPa•'t 
95Am"'" 
.,Puza• 

I'n'[N'n' zA') Type of 
transition 

6lr- 1523] ec 
'I.- 1523] ~-
%- [523) ec 
'I.- [523] ec 
71.- [523] ec 
512- 1523] ~-

'I.- [523] ec 
71.- [514] ec 
"I.- [514] ~-

"I.- [514] ec 
'I.+ [633) ec 

s;.- (523] ;3-
51.- [532] ec 
%- 1532] ~-

%-[532] ec 
'I.- [523] ~-

%+ [633) ~-

"I.+ 1651] ~-

'I.+ 1624) ~-
51.+ [642] ~-
51.+ [642] ~-

7 1.+ [633] ~-

"I.+ [622) ~-

on the symmetry axis of the nucleus, N -princi
pal quantum number; the summation in (3) is over 
l, A, I:i, and I:f. 

The calculations performed have shown that 
the matrix elements depend rather weakly on the 
deformation. The calculated values of log10 ft 
are listed in the seventh column of the table. 

According to the classification of Mottelson and 
Nilsson [SJ all the transitions are divided into type 
au transitions (allowed unhindered ) and type ah 
(allowed hindered ) . The latter are forbidden in 
the asymptotic quantum numbers N, nz, A. We 
note also that in the Nilsson model the {3 transi
tions with ~N = 2 are forbidden. 

The effect of pair correlations on the {3 decay 
was considered in many papers, for example, those 
by Solov'ev. [6] In terms of the i.p.m. the residual 
interactions lead to "smearing" of the Fermi en
ergy surface (EF). The levels (n) with energy 
En > E F are partially filled (upon inclusion of 
the pair correlations) with probability v~ ~ 1; 
the levels with energies En < EF are free, with 
probability u~::::: 0. It is obvious that the residual 
pair interactions will hinder the transitions that 
are allowed in the i.p.m. (the statistical weights 
of the states participating in the transitions will 
decrease). On the other hand, the {3 transitions 
to the filled levels with En< EF, which are for
bidden in the i.p.m. (by the Pauli principle) turn 

Energy of I 

state of lo@10 ft 

I 
Rll log1o [R~ ft], lo@io ~t, Refer-

daughter (i.p.m.) exper1- ence 
nucleus, kev theory ment 

Type au 

? 3.55 0.38 3.97 ~5 I•J 
lt18 3.42 0.26 4,00 -4.8 I"J 
26 3.55 0.31 4.06 ~4.5 [•] 
0 3.55 0.36 3.99 ~5 [ 6] 

0 3.55 0.41 3.94 ~5 1"1 
700 00 0.52 3.70 -4.8 1"1 
293 00 0.39 3.96 ~5 (5] 
637 3.46 0.45 3.81 5 [') 
396 3.36 0.35 3.82 4.5 [•] 
30 3.46 0.12 4.38 -4.6 18] 
? 3.56 -0.03 -5.00 ~5 1"1 

Type ah 

I 
i 

I 
I 

105 00 0.10 5.38 5,7 ('Oj 
327 00 0.42 4.92 ? (11] 
364 00 0.08 5,48 6,4-6,7 1"·12] 
826 00 o:46 4,90 5.4-5,7 (13,14] 
425 00 o:15 5.20 6.3 [5,15] 

0 4.78 -0.40 -5,20 6:6 !"I 
166 00 -0.15 -5.60 5.8 191 
512 5.00 0.07 6.15 6,8 [9) 

84 00 0.24 5.62 5.9-6.2 [5,9,12] 
84 4.00 -0.30 -4.50 5.7 ["J 

465 4.10 0.62 4.31 5.5-6,0 1"·"1 
286 4.71 0,12 5.63 6.9-7.0 !"·") 

out to be allowed in the presence of pair correla
tions. 

The correction factors R{3 to the {3-transition 
probabilities, necessitated by the smearing of the 
Fermi surface, have the following form [6]: 

1) {3 decay of the type 

Rf3 = [u<MNlu<•nzlj2 [J (u<•nNl u<•nN+ll + v<•nNl v<•nN+t> )2 
ni nt n n n n 

n=Pni 

X fJ (u<•nz) u<•nz+ll + v<•nz) v<•nz+tl)• 
n' n' n' n' ' (4) 

n',cnf 

where ni and nf are respectively the initial and 
final states of the odd neutron and odd proton. Here 
and throughout 2nN + 1, 2nN and 2nN- 1 denote 
the number of the neutrons, and 2nz + 1 etc de
note the number of the protons. 

2) {3 decay of the type 

(5} 

In the case of e-capture the corrections have a simi
lar form. The calculated corrections R{3 are listed 
in the eighth column of tbe table. 

All the foregoing {3 transition can be divided 
into transitions with change in the number of paired 
neutrons (protons) in the shell, and transitions 
with decay of the odd nucleon. In the i.p.m. there 
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is no difference between these groups of transi
tions, but the observed values of ft are somewhat 
greater for the first group than for the second. 
This difference is understandable from the point 
of view of pair correlations, and the calculated 
corrections R13 reflect this fact .. 

As can be seen from the table, the theoretical 
values of ft systematically approach the experi
mental ones. On the one hand, it is surprising 
that such an improvement is obtained (the differ
ence log10 (ft>exp- log10 (ft)theor has an average 
value 0.8 ), since the calculations are based on 
very crude premises: the Nilsson model and 
the inclusion, from among all the residual inter
actions, of only the pair correlations of nucleons 
with equal and opposite momentum projections. 
It must be noted that the characteristics of the 
"smearing" of the Fermi surface un and Vn 
have been obtained from spectrum calculations,[s] 
i.e., no additional parameters were involved in 
the calculation of (ft>theor· On the other hand, 
the calculations did not fulfill the hopes of the 
greatest optimists, since the calculated values 
of ft are on the average seven times smaller 
than the experimentally observed ones. This 
should serve as a stimulus for further research 
in this direction. 

In conclusion, the authors are grateful to Ya. A. 
Smorodinskii and v. G. Solov'ev who called their at
tention to this problem. 
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